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Bendable Figure Toy 

 

Materials Needed: 

12-inch chenille wire (for body and legs) 

6-inch chenille wire (for arms) 

36 inches yarn (for hair) 

36 colorful pony beads (6 for body, 8 for each leg, 7 for each arm) 

1 larger wooden bead (make face on it with marker) 

 

       

1.          2.                                                 3.  
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Bendable Figure Toy  (cont.) 

 

 

                                          

     4.                                                                                          5. 

 

 

                                                            6. 
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CD Spinning Top 

 

Use an old CD or DVD to make this fun spinning top. 

1.  Find some interesting spiral designs like these on the internet. 

                                                                              

2.  Enlarge at least 4.75 inches across and print out on paper.  Black on white ones can be 

printed onto colored paper.  Cut out circle to about 4.75  inches in diameter to fit on the CD.  (I 

use a circle cutter.)  

3. Glue the paper circle to the side of the CD you want to be the top of the toy.  I use Elmer's 

rubber cement for this step. 

4.  With a glue gun, apply glue around the edge of a plastic bottle cap (about 1.5 inches in 

diameter) and attach it to the center of the top to serve as the handle.   

5.  Turn over the CD.  Use a craft knife to make a couple slits in the paper that you had glued 

on to the top of the CD so that the marble will nest down into the hole.   

6.  Then apply glue to the rim of the hole and set the marble down into it.  

7. Let glue dry and you are ready to spin your top! 
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CD Spinning Top   (cont.) 
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CD Spinning Top   (cont.) 
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CD Spinning Top   (cont.) 
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Clothespin Airplanes 
 
Supplies: 
Clothespins 
Wood craft sticks 
Wood beads - optional 
Acrylic paint 
Wood glue or Elmer’s glue 
 
1. Paint clothespins, craft sticks, and beads. Allow to dry. 
2. Glue craft sticks and beads to create airplane. 
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Finger Puppets 
Supplies:   
Paper and pencil to make pattern pieces 
Scissors 
Pinking shears 
Felt in different colors 
Pins  
Needle and thread 
  
1. Cut out paper pattern for the main body of the puppets. Fold the piece of 
felt into two, giving you two body shapes, and pin the pattern onto it. Cut out 
the shapes with scissors. Remove the pins and patterns. 
  
2. Cut out additional paper shapes, such as a beak or mane, from the 
templates. If you are making sheep, use pinking shears to cut out the face. 
You can either pin the pieces onto felt or draw around them. Cut a length of 
thread and tie a knot on one end. Use small stitches to sew the beak on to the 
chicken, the bill and feet onto the duck, patches on the cow and mane onto 
the horse. Finish with a knot at the back of the felt. Sew noses onto the cow, 
pg and horse, and a face onto the sheep. 
  
3. To sew eyes onto your animals, stitch French knots (tutorial video:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjI5yo656U4 ) Start at the back of the 
felt with a knot and finish with a knot. For the sheep, sew the eyes onto the 
face piece. Use French knots as well to sew nostrils onto the noses of the 
horse, pig, and cow, and onto the face piece of the sheep. 
  
4. For the horse, cow or sheep, position the ears on the underside of the front 
of the puppet (the bit with the face on). Do the same for the chicken’s comb. 
Pin the front of the puppet to the back piece of felt, making sure the ears or 
combs are in place. Working from the back, sew a running stitch around the 
puppet but not across the bottom. Finish with a knot at the back and trim the 
thread. Remove pins. For the pig, sew on its ears with small stitches, starting 
and finishing with a knot at the back. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjI5yo656U4
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122 Templates
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Fuzzy Slipper Sock Puppets 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

                 
 

1. Cut an oval from cardboard (approximately 3.5 x 5 inches) to serve as the inside of the 
puppet's mouth. Cover with felt if you want it to be a different color. 

 
 
2. Decide where you want the mouth to be and cut across the foot of the sock to make an 

opening.  Fold the cardboard in half and adjust it to work as a mouth. 
 
 
3. Glue the edges of the sock to the cardboard as shown. 

  

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_7CZeChfrjJo/S0FsDWQ6q0I/AAAAAAAADZA/kprB_xUqXOY/s1600-h/IMG_9400+copyrighted.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_7CZeChfrjJo/S0FsWKOuYoI/AAAAAAAADZQ/K4NjDpVYAGY/s1600-h/IMG_9403+copyrighted.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_7CZeChfrjJo/S0Fsj5V_FQI/AAAAAAAADZY/zA0afQWfSGA/s1600-h/IMG_9405+copyrighted.jpg
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Fuzzy Slipper Sock Puppets (cont.) 
 
 
 

4. Stuff the toe above the mouth with some poly-fiber-fil. 
 
 

5. Glue pom-poms in place where you want the eyes and glue on googly eyes.  
 
 

6. Add more features as you wish.  See oneofkindgiftideas.blogspot.com for more ideas.  
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by nariomaru on YouTube 

 

Each doll takes one pair of  gloves. I found these on clearance 2 pr for 75 cents at Walmart in July. One size fits all. 

  

Push inside glove the thumbs and fingers as shown. 

  

Fold glove on left in half lengthwise and lay on top of other glove.  
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How to make glove doll BOY (cont.) 

         

Tie on using the two middle fingers of the glove with fingers. 

    

Fold  top down into ball shape to form head.                              Pull up the cuff over the head to form a cap.     

  

Here is your doll. It can be a hand puppet. It can easily come apart to serve its original purpose as gloves.It has no glue or 

stitches to hurt the gloves. 

Marie Magruder 469-826-9834 
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Make a stuffed toy snake from a necktie. 

 

1. Turn the necktie tie over and rip out the stitches for about 14 inches or so on the 

backside of the wide end of the tie.   

2. Lift away the stiffening material and stuff with poly-fil as far down as you please.  

3. The wide end of the tie has a lining which forms a pocket. Stuff this pocket to make a 

nice head on your snake.  

4. Re-stitch the tie together or use a glue gun to close it up.  

5. Glue on a red felt tongue and googly eyes.  

6. The narrow end of the tie forms the tail of the snake.   You can tie several knots about 4 

inches apart. In between the knots, slip in a jingle bell or little rattle to make a rattle 

noise. You may have to rip out stitching and then re-stitch the openings or close them 

with the glue gun.  

7. This is a simple version of the craft. If you want to go all out, watch this YouTube video: 
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Easy DIY Pincushion Patterns - How to Make a Pincushion on YouTube 

 

 

1. Cut two 4-inch circles from fabric. Mark the centers on the right sides of the fabric. 

2. Place right sides together and stitch around the edge in 1/4 inch seam, leaving a 1-inch 

gap to stuff. 

3. Turn right side out. 

4. Stuff  tightly with poly-fiber-fil. 

5. Hand stitch the gap closed. 

6. Using a needle with heavy thread (I use crochet cotton), stitch down through center of  

pincushion and bring back up around and down through the center again. Continue 

around the pincushion forming eight evenly spaced segments. 

7. With the same thread, sew a button on the top of the pincushion and secure with a 

knot. 
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Peg Dolls 
Supplies: 
Blank peg dolls – find at craft stores or in bulk on Amazon 
Acrylic paint – purchase small 2 oz. bottles – Americana, 
FolkArt, Apple Barrel , etc. 
Acrylic paint brushes 
Gloss finish, varnish or Modge Podge  
  
1. Start with the skin.  
2. Make sure you are painting multiple dolls at once so that 
you are not waiting for anything to dry.  
3. Apply next layer (clothes, hair, etc.) 
4. Use a pencil or tiny brush for details such as eyes.  
5. Seal with gloss finish, varnish or Modge Podge. 
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Pipe Cleaner Finger Puppets 
Supplies: 
Pipe Cleaners 
Fuzzy balls 
Googly eyes 
Glue 
 
1. Wrap pipe cleaner around your finger. 
2. Bend end of pipe cleaners into ears or antennae. 
3. Glue fuzzy ball in place. 
4. Glue googly eyes in place. 
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Plastic Canvas Cross 

 

 

• You will need plastic canvas with 7 holes per inch and 1/8-inch ribbon, about 3 1/2 to 4 

feet long.   

• Cut plastic canvas to shape above. Bring ribbon up through square one, leaving a tail of 2 

inches.  

• Proceed to thread the ribbon following the numbered holes.  

• When you get to the end, secure the ribbon by wrapping it diagonally, twice around the 

center of the cross.  

• You will be making an "X", and this tightens up the cross and keeps everything secure.  

• Tie the ribbon ends together in the back to secure. Add a small rose embellishment if you 

like!  
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Plastic Egg Weebles 

 

 

1. In the bottom half of a plastic Easter egg, center a glob of E6000 glue. Carefully center on it a flat 

marble (rounded side of the marble down) to serve as a weight. Carefully place each egg into an 

egg carton to keep it upright until set and dry, usually 24 hours. 

2. Test the eggs to make sure you cannot knock them over. They should pop back upright. 

3. Have fun drawing faces on the eggs.  Find ideas for different faces like these: 
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How to Make Scrunchies 

 

madeeveryday.com on YouTube 

 

1. Cut fabric piece 3.5 x 24  inches. Fold lengthwise right sides together and 

stitch a seam on the cut long side, forming a tube, leaving 2 inches free at 

each end. Turn using a safety pin.  Do not press. 

2. Place the two loose ends together, right sides together and stitch. 

3. Pull through a 6.5 inch length of elastic through the tube.  

4. Overlap the ends of the elastic and zig-zag stitch across to secure. 

5. Close the gap in the scrunchie by stitching close to the edge. 

6. To add a little tie to your scrunchie, cut 2 pieces of fabric about 9 inches 

long and about 3 inches wide, in a long shape with tapered ends.  Stitch 

around the shape, right sides together, leaving a 2-inch gap. Turn. Stitch the 

gap closed. 

7. Tie the little tie around the scrunchie at the place on the scrunchie where 

you stitched the gap shut. This will help conceal that spot. 
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Puppies in a Basket 

 

 

Made from a Brown Jersey Work Glove 

1. Stuff the fingers of a brown work glove with poly-fil. Do not fill them quite all the way so 

that there is a little bit of room for you to stick your finger part way up into each finger 

of the glove. 

2. Add features to make each finger a unique dog face. You can use googly eyes, small 

pompoms for nose, felt for ears. I put a face on each side of each finger so that they are 

easier to look good when arranged in the basket. 

3. Fold up the cuff of the glove so you can tuck the glove into a small cup, flower pot, or 

little basket. Arrange the puppies in the basket. Tie a strip of fabric around the basket to 

make a bow. 

4. The glove may be pulled out and used as a hand puppet of five cute little puppies. 
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Simple Doll Pattern 1 
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Simple Doll Pattern 2 
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Soap/Washcloth COMBO 

 

1. You need two washcloths of different colors. Lay one on top of the other. 

2. Roll the top washcloth to the center. Repeat with other side, meeting in the center. 

3. Roll the sides of the bottom washcloth to meet the top washcloth rolls. 

           

 

 

4. Turn over. Set box of soap (in its packaging) in center as shown. 

5. Pull up around soap and secure with rubber band. 

6. Tie ribbon around tightly. Decorate as you wish. Remember not to use permanent glue, 

as you do not want to ruin the washcloths.  
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Soap and Washcloth Dog 

 

        

Lay washcloth in front of you with a corner facing you. Roll up from that corner and from the far corner so that 

when  they are pulled over the soap, they meet in the center. This  forms the mouth of the dog. 

 

     

Turn in the ends so that the ears of the dog are not  too long.  Secure ears with a rubber band and tie with a 

narrow ribbon, if desired. 

 

  

Add adhesive googly eyes and a heart-shape black nose cut from adhesive back felt. Tape a pink felt tongue to 

the packaged soap so that it hangs out the mouth. 
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Simple Sock Creatures 

 

 

1. Stuff  the toe of one of the socks with fiber-fil to form the head. Tie off at the neck 

with a small rubber band.  

2. Roll up the other sock tightly and insert it into the body of the creature. Fold up any 

excess sock top, or stuff it inside the body. If body is not full enough, add a little fiber-

fil or simply roll up another pair of socks and insert. 

3. Tie a ribbon around the neck. 

4. Add googly eyes. (Use self-adhesive ones or use Elmer's washable glue so that the 

sock is not ruined.) 

5. If you wish, you can form ears and nose by pinching off and securing with a tiny 

rubber band (purchased at hair accessories department). 
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Sock Creatures from Ankle-High Socks 

 

 

1. You will need a pair of ankle-high socks. Stuff the toe of one of the socks with fiber-fil to form the 

head. Tie off at the neck with a small rubber band. Add sticker eyes or self-adhesive googly eyes. 

2. Insert a bar of soap (still in packaging) into the remaining part of the sock and fold over the excess if 

necessary. Instead of soap, you could stuff it with another pair of socks. 

3. Insert this into the other sock; pull up until the heel of the sock fits over the back of the head. Any 

remaining part of the toe end of the sock can be folded up into the back of the creature. 

4. Tie a ribbon around the neck.  

5. To make a "bundle baby," wrap the whole thing in a washcloth and tie with a ribbon. 
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Repurpose Old T-Shirts into Jump Ropes 

Adapted by Marie Magruder (469-826-9834) from Joywithpurpose.com 

o Lay the t-shirt out on a flat surface or cutting mat. I use only shirts without side 

seams. 

o Cut off bottom hem of shirt. Then cut across in strips 1 inch wide to make loops. (I 

use a rotary cutter.) Thin t-shirt fabric may need to be cut 1.5 inches wide. 

o Continue cutting strips until you reach the armpit or a design which will be too bulky.  

o Stretch the loops firmly but gently. The “raw” edges begin to curl in on themselves. 

o Tie three loop strips together in one big, tight knot about 3 or 4  inches from the end. 

(This will be your first handle!).  It makes a more interesting rope if you pick 3 

different colors to braid. 

o Then begin to braid the t shirt “rope” together.  Anchor the handle so that you can 

braid firmly and tightly.  

o When you near the end of a  loop, just loop on another loop of the same color. 

o Continue braiding for 7 or 8 feet. Once your t-shirt jump rope is as long as you want 

it, tie the three strips together to make a final large, tight knot (your second handle). 

Trim the tails of the handles evenly (to about 3 inches in length). 

o Attach a graphic to show the child what to do with the rope! (Download at  

joywithpurpose.com.) 
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No-Sew Mask from T-Shirt Sleeve 

 

DIY NO SEW Face Mask from T-Shirt Sleeve by Maison Zizou on YouTube 

 

1.  Cut sleeve from t-shirt along inside of seam line. 

2.  Lay down the sleeve with seam against the top of the sleeve as pictured. 

3.  Fold over one side about an inch and make 6 snips evenly spaced with scissors. Unfold. 

These slits are for lacing the tie strings through.  Do the same on the other side of the mask. 

4.  Lace a piece of t-shirt yarn through the slits on each side.  

5.  Tie the strings around your ears, adjusting to fit.  

1   2    3  

4   5     

For an easier version, eliminate steps 3 and 4 (slits and lacing), and simply place the strings 

inside the shirt sleeve to gather up the mask on each side. 
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Make a Koosh Ball from Leftover  T-Shirt Yarn 

 

 

Needed for Koosh Ball: 

• Left-over loops from jump rope project 

• Zip tie 

• Pliers 

• 5 “ piece of heavy cardboard 

• Scissors 

• Sandpaper 

 

To make Koosh Ball: 

• Take your loops and wrap loosely around cardboard like a “rubber band.” 

• Continue wrapping loops around cardboard until your ball is full enough for your liking. Seven loops wrapped 

around  6-8 times (depending on loop size)  gives  approximately 50 loops around to make a decent size ball. 

• Take loops off cardboard. Squeeze pile together and wrap a zip-tie  around the middle and tighten as much as 

possible. Pliers helps to get a good grip which helps to tighten the tie more than with just your hands alone. Trim 

the zip tie to remove the tail and sand if sharp. 

• Cut open your loops. 

• Tie two of those open pieces around the zip-tie as an extra measure of protection. 

 

Alternative method: 

• Stack up leftover pieces of t-shirt yarn about 4 inches long.  Tie a strong string tightly around the center and 

secure with a tight knot. 
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Marble Bags from Leftover T-shirt Sleeves 
 

Supplies Needed: 

• Sleeves cut from short sleeve t-shirts 

• Sewing machine 

• Heavy string or leftover t-shirt yarn  

 

Instructions: 

1    2   3  
 

1. Cut out the marble bag from the t-shirt sleeve as the dotted lines show in figure 1.  The hem of  

the sleeve serves as the casing for the drawstrings at the top of the bag. This shows a rounded  

bottom on the marble bag. However, if you wish, you could cut the bag straight across the bottom  

rather than rounded.  The size of the bag may vary with the size of the sleeve you are using. 

 

2. Sew the bag with right sides together as dotted lines indicate in figure 2.  Notice  to stop at X to  

leave the shirt hem open for inserting string through the casing on that side.  Turn. 

  

3. With a safety pin, thread one cord through the casing (from the opening you left open at the x) and  

bring it back and out through the same opening.  Line up the ends of the cord and tie a knot. Then do the  

same with the other cord starting at the other side of the bag. You will have to cut a small slit on this side  

of the bag to insert this second cord. Tie the ends of the second cord together. 

 

4. Fill bag with one set of marbles. Be sure to have one large "shooter" marble included.  (I use bags  

of marbles from Dollar Tree, dumping the contents of each mesh bag into this drawstring bag. There  

are 50 marbles in each bag plus one shooter.) 

 

Marie Magruder 469-826-9834 
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Washcloth Chicks 

 

 

 

1. Roll up a yellow washcloth diagonally into a tube shape. 

2. Fold in half. Then fold down the ends to form wings at each side of the chick. 

3. Secure with a small rubber band. Tie a ribbon around the neck and make a bow.  

4. Add eyes (self-adhesive or use washable glue). Cut a beak shape from self-adhesive 

felt. 

5. Stick a feather down into the top of the head.  

(Note that the smaller yellow chick pictured was made from a smaller washcloth. It was not 

rolled diagonally, but across the length of the washcloth.) 
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Washcloth and Soap Bunny 

 

  1         2    

 

1. Lay washcloth in front of you with a corner toward you. Place soap (in its box or 

packaging) in center of washcloth as in picture.  Fold up the two corners to the soap.   

2. Then fold over to wrap the soap as in picture 2.  

3. Pull up the ends to form the bunny's ears. Secure with rubber band and tie with 

ribbon. Add googly eyes (adhesive back, do not use glue) and a heart sticker for nose. 
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Washcloth Dog 

 

 Materials needed: 

• White washcloth 

• 2 tiny rubber bands (purchased in hair accessories department) 

• Black felt ears (cut dog bone shape about 6 inches long) 

• Black felt nose (cut heart-shape from self-adhesive felt) 

• 2 Googly eyes (self-adhesive) 

• 20-inch ribbon 

 

                        

1. Lay out washcloth.          2. Roll up to center.           3. Turn, roll up other side to center. 

 

                    

         4. Turn over.                    5. Lay ears in center.                 6. Fold over in half. 

  



Washcloth Dog  (cont.) 

 

                         

 7. Rubber band at center.      8. Pull out snout, rubber band.     9. Tie ribbon around neck. 

 

               

10. Add stick-on eyes and nose.                  11. Stand up your dog! 

 

Marie Magruder   469-826-9834 
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Washcloth Teddy Bear 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

1. Roll sides of washcloth to meet in center. Turn over. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Twist bottom half of roll as shown. Pull down top of roll, placing arms to side of body. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Secure neck with a rubber-band and ribbon bow. Shape ears and rubber band each.    

 

 



Quality Cra�s to make at home! 
 

Felt Flower Barre�es: 

h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAfFJD2KywA&feature=youtu.be  

 

T-shirt Strip Jump Ropes (2 op!ons - large sizes and shirts without side seams work best): 

h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jKlsx7sBCw  

h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lF-qEfxEveg&t=187s  

 

Felt Puppets:  h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0HPRaUElYU  

 

Homemade Fishing Kit:  h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBInzX2n-CM  

Homemade Sewing Kit:  h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6fCsKT1Gevs 

Both Kits shown:  h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRqt7XljuvQ  

  

No-Sew Fleece Scarves: 

h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLOKgAHZZOU  

 

Duck Tape Pencil Bags and Pom-pom Balls: 

h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ElRvJz-rUlY 

 

Tic-Tac-Toe:  h�ps://crea!velybeth.com/diy-travel-!c-tac-toe-game/  

(be crea!ve with supplies you have around the house!)   

 

Necklaces:   h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qsFS80OzvXA  

 

Dancing Ribbon Rings:  h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hi_t8Ty40RY  

 

Popsicle S$ck Puzzles:     
 

-Lay popsicle s!cks out to match size of picture 

-Place a piece of blue painters tape across s!cks diagonally, then flip the 

unit over 

-Can use clear Contact Paper on picture to help preserve 

-Use glue to adhere picture to s!cks (Quick Dry Tacky Glue works well) 

-When dry, have an adult slice pieces apart.  Put picture face down on 

cardboard, then slice from s!ck side with X-ACTO knife.  Could use Mod 

Podge on top to help preserve picture before cuKng if Contact Paper 

not used. 

-Great idea to add numbers and dots to back for learning to count 

-May also add names of colors, scriptures, etc on back of s!cks 

-Can stack the pieces up and !e with a ribbon or bundle in rubber band 
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Crochet:  caps, washcloths, small blankets for dolls 

 

 

Sewing:  pillowcase dresses, simple purses, drawstring backpacks 

 

 

Clothesline Kits: 

 

25’ of cord 

12+ clothespins 

(Dollar Tree sells both items) 

 

put in ziplock baggie 
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Online Resources for Operation Christmas Child Crafting 

 

Facebook Groups: 

 OCC Quality Crafters 

 Shoeboxes through the Year 

 Operation Christmas Child 

 Christmas Crafts and DIY 

 Crafts, Ideas & Tips for OCC Shoeboxes – USA 

 Crafting for Shoeboxes 

 Simply Shoe Boxes 

 

Pintrest: 

***Pintrest has SO MANY IDEAS*** 

Search: “crafting for shoeboxes” 

 

Websites: 

 Joywithpurpose.com – also has Amazon shopping store  

 Simplyshoeboxes.com 

 Southernsavers.com 

 Suzannebroadhurst.com/arts-and-crafts 

 Favecrafts.com 

 Craftsmile.com 

 

Use Next Door app, Facebook neighborhood page, etc. for donations 

 

 

Marie Magruder  

469-826-9834  

mariemagruder6@gmail.com 

 

Donna Cekinovich  

214-929-7730  

donna_cekinovich@live.com 

mailto:mariemagruder6@gmail.com
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